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CLEAN

Ready to use deep cleaning solution that works on 
a wide range of outdoor surfaces to keep your 
patio, garden path and driveway looking their best 
all year round.  

                                   1 LTR                5 LTR              25 LTR 

Surface cleaning             N/A              50 M2/bottle              N/A 

Deep stripping                N/A              25 M2/bottle              N/A 

Extreme cases                N/A              15 M2/bottle              N/A 

MANUAL APPLICATION: FLOORS

Coverage

Fill a light pressure 
sprayer with the 
solution. Do not dilute. 

Directions for use

Technical Features 

�   Deep cleaning  
�   Controls & removes organic soiling  
�   Algae, mould, lichen, mildew  
�   Spray on formula  
�   Helps prevent re-growth  
�   Easy to use 
�   Interior & exterior  
�   High performance 

1
Set the pressure 
between 0.5 and 1 bar. 
Apply an even layer to 
the surface.  

2
Leave the solution to 
penetrate the surface. 
Leave for 1-5 hours 
depending on the level 
of soiling. 

3
Keep off of surfaces, 
while the solution is 
active. Keep pets and 
children away. 

4
Rinse well with plenty 
of water. Allow 
surfaces to dry before 
allowing traffic or 
applying porcelain 
protector.
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FURTHER INFORMATION

Pavestone UK Limited, Westington Quarry,  

Chipping Campden, Gloucestershire GL55 6EG 

Tel 01386 848650  Fax 01386 849072  

enquiries@pavestone.co.uk. www.pavestone.co.uk 

USEFUL EQUIPMENT: Low pressure sprayer, short haired stiff bristled brush,paint 
brush, rotary scrubbing machine with onboard water tank, stiff brush attachment 
for the machine, wet vac, buckets, sponges, absorbant towels (for spillage control), 
Plastic film and maskin g tape for covering and protecting surfaces not to be 
cleaned. Pressure washer or hose pipe for rinsing.  

Ensure that any sensitive surfaces not to be cleaned are properly covered and 
protected before beginning. Ensure that gloves and eye protection and suitable 
water proof clothing are worn at all times.  

Main walkways & terraces machine application. After spraying on the cleaning 
solution and leaving it to work in teams of two. One opperator should agitate the 
surface using a rotary machine and stiff brush attachment. The other opperator 

should use the wet vac for immediate extraction. This will prevent any released 
dirty residues re-absorbing into the pavers and greatly reduce the drying time of 
surfaces. Use cool water only within the tank on the scrubbing machine. Do not put 
intensive cleaning solution through the machine as this will impair it’s effectiveness.  

Balustrades, steps and risers. Start on the top of the steps/balustrades and work 
down. Try to work in manageable areas at a time and make sure to rinse well with 
plenty of water after each application. Rinsing should be repeated at least 2 times 
after cleaning. In areas where the staining is deep repeat the process until all of the 
stains have gone.   

MANUAL APPLICATION: STEPS

Fill a light pressure 
sprayer with the 
solution. Do not dilute. 

Directions for use (Cont.)

1
Set the pressure 
between 0.5 and 1 bar. 
Apply an even layer to 
the surface. 

2
Leave the solution to 
penetrate the surface. 
Leave for 1-5 hours 
depending on the level 
of soiling. 

3
Keep off of surfaces, 
while the solution is 
active. Keep pets and 
children away.

4
Rinse well with plenty 
of water. Allow 
surfaces to dry before 
allowing traffic or 
sealing applying 
porcelain protector. 
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